ABSTRACT Analyzing throughput is very important for the design, optimization, and management of production lines. In this paper, we present an efficient throughput analysis approach for production lines with merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies. In particular, we define a decomposition regulation based on queue modules for the decomposition of the various topologies, and we improve an iterative approximation method for calculating and iterating the queue module state probabilities until the throughput of the production line is obtained. To decrease the computation time and automate the calculation process of the queue module state probabilities, we build a queue module database that includes the solution equations of common queue module state probabilities. The numerical examples show that our approach calculates the throughput of production lines with merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies with high accuracy (≥90%) and efficiency (completed in ten min). Our contribution is an efficient throughput evaluation methodology that can be used to rapidly estimate the performance and the cost of production lines with various topologies in the conceptual design phase of production lines in the industry.
I. INTRODUCTION
A production line comprises a set of service stations and storage buffers [1] . Discrete parts transferred in the production line are called jobs. Jobs enter a production line and flow among service stations and storage buffers until they depart from the system. Real production lines have a finite capacity storage area and resource constraints [2] , and they are modeled as queueing network systems with finite capacity buffers to consider the blocking [3] . Fig. 1 shows a recirculating production line model that includes merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies simultaneously [1] . In this modeling, a buffer is modeled as a square node, a service station is modeled as a circular node, and jobs flow in the direction of the arrows. Thus, the production line in Fig. 1 has eleven buffers and a service station. Methods to obtain the throughput such that the performance and cost can be estimated in the conceptual design phase, which is an early phase of the production line design, are required [4] . To extend real applications to the conceptual design phase, not only the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Huaqing Li. accuracy, but also the applicability to production lines with various topologies and computation time must be considered.
Previous throughput analysis studies can be categorized into three general methodologies: the exact method, simulation methods, and approximation methods. The exact method [5] obtains the steady state distribution of a production line that is very close to that of a real system. Therefore, it is regarded as a theoretical method. However, this method can only be used in special cases, such as a production line with a simple topology and a small number of buffers or service stations. This is because the state space of a system grows exponentially as the number of buffers and service stations increases [6] . For a production line with a large number of buffers or service stations, the modeling and computation costs are very high, which restricts the applicability of the exact method. Simulation methods maintain the high accuracy of the throughput analysis for production lines with a large number of buffers [7] [8] [9] . The values obtained from simulation methods are so close to the exact result that the relative error has been demonstrated to be less than 2% [10] . However, realizing high accuracy requires a long computation time, and establishing a simulation model is also time-consuming [2] . Approximation methods for calculating the throughput of a production line have recently become popular [11] . There are two kinds of approximation methods: aggregation and decomposition. Aggregation methods basically replace every two buffers or service stations with a single equivalent one repeatedly until the system is approximated as a simple equivalent model [1] . De Koster [12] , and Jafari and Shanthikumar [13] proposed several aggregation methods, but the accuracy of their methods is difficult to improve [1] . In contrast, decomposition methods [14] - [16] decompose a queueing network system into several decomposition models. Each decomposition model is analyzed in isolation, and the results of the decomposition models are combined to calculate the throughput of the whole system. Brandwajn [17] [18] [19] proposed an iterative decomposition method for evaluating the throughput of a tandem system with little loss of accuracy based on the marginal probability distributions of equivalent conditional probabilities. Schmidt and Jackman [20] used Brandwajn's method to develop two kinds of decomposition models for analyzing the performance of a recirculating conveyor system. Tancrez [21] combined the distributions discretization and a decomposition technique to analyze the performance of assembly systems with merging and splitting topologies. However, these methods are usually applicable to production lines with limited topologies, which restricts their practical application to the conceptual design phase.
As seen in Table 1 , former methodologies were proposed to calculate the throughput of production lines with several topologies. Morabito et al. [22] used a merged network routing algorithm and network decomposition methods to evaluate the mean waiting times of a generalized system. However, they did not study the blocking type. In real production lines, the number of buffers and the capacity of buffers and service stations are finite. Because blocking precludes a new arrival job from entering a ''blocked'' node, it is very difficult to evaluate the system performance to analyze in such finite systems. Previously considered blocking types include blocking after service (BAS) and blocking before service (BBS). These describe the blocked job behavior in real production lines [23] , [24] . Cheah and Smith [25] proposed an approximate methodology based on M/G/C/C state-dependent queueing models to incorporate queues in series, merging, and splitting network topologies with blocking. Kim and Tcha [26] performed an approximate analysis on the merging and splitting topology with the blocking mechanism. However, recirculating topology was not considered in their methodologies. Moreover, former methodologies usually neglected the transportation time among buffers and service stations. The nature of a real production line will be represented more accurately if the transportation time is considered. Furthermore, the efficiency of a throughput analysis needs to be optimized for real application in industry. An efficient throughput calculation methodology for various topologies in the conceptual design phase of production lines considering BBS mechanism and the transportation time has not been proposed.
It is necessary to present an efficient approach for the throughput analysis of production lines that satisfies three requirements: the approach is applicable to production lines with merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies; the computation time is less than ten min; the accuracy remains above 90%. According to the literature [18] , [22] , [26] , [27] and discussions with experts in the industry, a throughput analysis accuracy of higher than 90% is acceptable for industrial applications.
In this study, we solve the efficient throughput analysis problem with a decomposition method. We define a decomposition regulation based on queue modules, which are decomposition models with fixed configuration, and improve an iterative approximation method to cope with calculating the throughputs of merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies. The improved iterative approximation method can also obtain the throughput of a production line quickly without losing much accuracy. To reduce the computation time further, we prepared a queue module database in advance to automate the calculation process of the queue modules. VOLUME 7, 2019 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the problem statement. Section III describes the methodology. Section IV discusses the numerical experiments conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed throughput analysis approach. Section V presents concluding remarks and future works.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT A. MODELING OF THE PRODUCTION LINE
In this study, the stochastic model of Schmidt and Jackman [20] was utilized. We followed all their assumptions, notation, and approximations. The key features of our model are outlined below.
In the model, a buffer or service station is described by a node and is denoted by i. External jobs arrive in the system according to a Poisson process and the external arrival rate at node i is denoted by λ i . The service rate of a buffer or service station i has an exponential distribution and is denoted by µ i . n i represents the number of jobs at node i. We set the maximum capacity of a node to be ''1'', which means that a node can store only one job at a time. The operating time of a node and the transportation time between the node and its ensuing node are equal to the service time (i.e., reciprocal of service rate) of the node.
In addition, our model uses BBS as the blocking type. Because of blocking, the rate at which jobs arrive at the ensuing node is not equal to the service rate of the previous node. Therefore, the arrow between node i and l denotes the effective arrival rate a i,l or effective service rate u i,l . The arrows at output node i denote the throughput T i . To model the merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies, we use the service discipline [2] to describe the movement of jobs at merging and splitting nodes. Meanwhile, we sort nodes and arrows as follows. The model has three types of nodes: tandem nodes with one input and one output that denote the service rate; merging nodes with two inputs and one output that denote the service rate in the case of the merging service discipline; and splitting nodes with one input and two outputs that denote the service rate in the case of the splitting service discipline. The model has three types of arrows: input arrows that denote the external arrival rate in the case of the blocking type; output arrows that denote the throughput; and normal arrows that denote the effective arrival rate in the case of the blocking type.
B. PARAMETERS 1) INPUT PARAMETERS
The model has the following input parameters: K is the number of nodes (buffers and service stations) in a production line; λ i is the external arrival rate at which jobs enter a system per unit time at node i; a i,l is the effective arrival rate at which jobs enter node l from node i per unit time; µ i is the service rate at which jobs leave node i per unit time. The service discipline defines job movement at merging and splitting nodes. The blocking type defines job movement when blocking occurs between a pair of adjacent nodes.
2) OUTPUT PARAMETERS
The model has the following output parameters: T i is the throughput at which jobs exit the system per unit time at output node i, which can be obtained by
In addition, µ i is the service rate of the output node i, and π (n i ) is the state probability of jobs being present at output node i.
III. METHODOLOGY
This paper proposes an algorithm that automates the entire throughput calculation process and decreases the computation time. Using the proposed algorithm, the throughput of a production line can be approximated quickly and with acceptable accuracy loss owing to the approximation. Fig. 3 shows the framework of the proposed algorithm, which comprises six steps. In step 1, the topology and initial values, including external arrival rates, service rates of nodes, and service disciplines, are input. This process takes less than 5 min. In step 2, the production line is decomposed into queue modules. In this process, the algorithm decomposes the production line model into several queue modules without any modification for different topologies based on our definition of the queue module and decomposition regulation. This decreases the decomposition time. The process takes less than 1 s. In step 3, the state probabilities of the queue modules are calculated. This calculation is based on the improved iterative approximation method and the queue module database prepared in advance, which automates the state probability calculation of the queue modules. In step 4, the throughput of the production line is calculated. In this process, the algorithm iteratively calculates the state probabilities of the queue modules to obtain the state probability of jobs being at an output node based on the improved iterative approximation method, which approximates the throughput of the production line quickly. Steps 3 and 4 can end within 5 s even for a complex topology with a large number of nodes.
Step 5 judges whether the obtained throughput converges, using the criterion that the absolute value of the difference between the throughputs at two adjacent iterations should be less than 0.0001. Proof of the convergence has not been illustrated in detailed, however, this convergence method is usually used in the iteration calculation through queueing networks.
Step 6 limits the maximum number of iterations, and the stopping criterion is that the maximum number of iterations is not higher than 100. This stopping criterion is used to avoid that the calculation is stuck in an infinite loop, even the situation hardly occurs in our experiments. The computation time for different steps is obtained from many numerical examples including a complex example with 80 nodes containing several topologies. According to the discussion with our cooperative experts in industry, the scale of this example is complex enough for practical application.
A. DECOMPOSING THE PRODUCTION LINE INTO QUEUE MODULES
The queue module and decomposition regulation are defined first to decompose the merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies. Then, reverse search [28] is used in the proposed algorithm to automatically decompose the production line. Fig. 4 shows the flow of the algorithm for decomposing the model of the production line into queue modules. All the decomposed queue modules are stored in set QM .
1) DEFINITIONS OF THE QUEUE MODULE AND DECOMPOSITION REGULATION
A queue module is defined as a decomposition model with three nodes, which is the smallest unit that can represent the nature of merging and splitting. Compared with a decomposition model with four nodes, the queue module decreases the accuracy loss due to decomposition, whereas obtaining the state probability of a decomposition model with more than four nodes takes a long time. Fig. 5 shows the three basic forms of the queue modules according to our definitions based on the locations of the inputs and outputs. If an additional input or output is attached to the nodes in one of the three basic queue modules, the configuration of the queue module changes and a new queue module is generated. The number of inputs and outputs at a node is at most three.
The decomposition regulation defines how a production line is decomposed into queue modules. Each pair of adjacent queue modules has two identical nodes. Overlapping the decomposition models decreases the accuracy loss of the throughput calculation due to decomposition [18] . For example, the production line in Fig. 2 can be decomposed into four queue modules, as shown in Fig. 6 . According to this decomposition regulation, whenever a new queue module is decomposed from the production line, only one node in the new queue module differs from that of the previous queue module. Therefore, the decomposition regulation is applicable for decomposing a production line with merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies. In addition, the maximum capacity of each node is fixed at one to model the transportation time of each buffer or service station [29] . By this regulation, the model of a production line can also be decomposed into queue modules with the same capacity, which allows automatic decomposition and simplifies the state probability calculation of each queue module.
B. CALCULATING THE STATE PROBABILITIES OF QUEUE MODULES
We improved an iterative approximation method [18] to calculate and iterate the state probabilities of queue modules with merging and splitting topologies quickly without much loss of accuracy. Moreover, the improved method is also used to calculate various solution equations of common queue module state probabilities and to build a queue module database that includes these solution equations to automate the calculation process. Fig. 7 shows the flow of the algorithm for calculating the state probabilities of queue modules. All the queue modules in set QM are traversed and their state probabilities are calculated in order.
1) IMPROVED ITERATIVE APPROXIMATION METHOD
The original equations of the iterative approximation method [18] for the effective arrival rate and service rate calculated the state probability of the decomposition model without considering the splitting topology before the model, and the merging topology after the model. In contrast, in our improved method, the effective arrival rate and service rate equations are improved as they include merging and splitting probability parameters to calculate and iterate the state probability of the queue modules with merging and splitting topologies until the state probability of jobs being at an output node is obtained. Fig. 8 shows a queue module (written as h − i − l in this paper) denoted by arrows and nodes to represent the parameters. There is a splitting node g before node h and merging node p after nodel. The equations for the effective arrival rate and service rate are as follows.
Effective arrival rate:
Effective service rate:
node l with external output
In the equations, n i is the number of jobs at node i and M i is the maximum capacity of node i. The maximum capacity of a node is fixed to ''1'' when the decomposition regulation is established. Therefore, in (2) and (3), M g = M l = 1; j is the number of iterations; π j n g | n h , n i is the conditional probability of n g jobs being at node g, given that there are n h and n i jobs at nodes h and i, respectively, in iteration j. According to the probability theory, conditional probability can be calculated as follows:
Here, π j−1 n g , n h , n i is the state probability of n g , n h , n i jobs being at nodes g, h, i, respectively in iteration j − 1.π j−1 (n h , n i ) is the state probability of n h and n i jobs being at node h and i, respectively, in iteration j − 1.
π j n g , n f | n h is the conditional probability of n g and n f jobs being at nodes g and f , respectively, given that there are n h jobs at node h in iteration j:
π j n p | n i , n l is the conditional probability of n p jobs being at node p, given that there are n i and n l jobs at nodes i and l, respectively, in iteration j:
π j n q , n p | n l is the conditional probability of n q and n p jobs being at nodes q and p, respectively, given that there are n l jobs at node l in iteration j:
According to (2) and (3), the state probabilities of the previous and ensuing queue modules are needed to calculate the effective arrival rate a g,h (n h ) and service rate u l,p (n l ) of the objective queue module h − i − l. With this method, all state probabilities of the queue modules can be calculated iteratively.
After the effective arrival rate a g,h (n h ) and service rate u l,p (n l ) are obtained, a g,h (n h ), u l,p (n l ), µ h (n h ), and µ i (n i ) are substituted into the global balance equations (GBEs) and normalization equations (NEs) [29] . Then, the solution equation of the state probability of queue module h − i − l is calculated and the specific state probability of the queue module can be obtained by substituting the specific values of a g,h (n h ), u l,p (n l ), µ h (n h ), and µ i (n i ) [5, 18, 29] .
2) QUEUE MODULE DATABASE
The solution equations of the queue module state probabilities are usually obtained manually with the improved iterative approximation method. These not only take a long computation time but also restrict the automation of the throughput analysis for production lines. Therefore, we built a queue module database comprising solution equations of common queue module state probabilities in advance to avoid the manual calculation of queue modules. Thus, whenever the state probability of an objective queue module is calculated, its configuration is compared with that of the prepared queue modules in the queue module database. Then, the proper solution equation of the state probability is used directly. The initial input values are then used to obtain the specific state probability of the objective queue module automatically.
The queue module database is structured as a simple hierarchical model to increase the search efficiency for the prepared queue modules. Each prepared queue module simply corresponds to its state probability solution equation solved in advance. The first hierarchy is the configuration of the prepared queue modules, and their corresponding state probability solution equations are in the second hierarchy.
The configuration of a queue module changes according to the direction and number of arrows. For the same configuration of a queue module, different blocking types and service disciplines generate different queue module state probability solution equations. At present, the queue module database has 34 queue module state probability solution equations that are applicable to merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies. Fig. 9 shows the queue module configurations. The first configuration is analyzed to obtain two solution equations of the state probability for two blocking types: BBS and BAS. The other configurations are analyzed to obtain four state probability solution equations for four service disciplines: first come first serve (FCFS), random and two priority-based disciplines for configurations with merging and random, proportion discipline, and two priority-based disciplines for configurations with splitting. 
3) ANALYSIS OF BAS
Our model uses BBS. Therefore, some input parameters in our approach are approximated if BAS is used in the production lines. Input parameter modification equations that prepare the queue modules in the case of BAS in the queue module database are presented below.
To represent the nature of BAS, the state of the whole system should be considered. However, this increases the calculation complexity and computation time tremendously. Therefore, only the states of adjacent nodes are considered when modeling BAS and approximating the input parameters. Fig. 10 shows a pair of adjacent nodes. The external arrival rate λ i is approximated as actual arrival rate λ ai and the service rate µ i is approximated as the actual service rate µ ai in the case of BAS.
Actual arrival rate:
Actual service rate:
Here, π (n i , n l ) is the state probability of n i and n l jobs being at nodes i and l, respectively. For example, π (1, 1) is the state probability of one job being at node i and l, respectively. π(1,1) (π(1,1)+π(0,1)+π(0,0)) is the probability of blocking, and π(0,1)+π (0,0) (π(1,1)+π (0,1)+π(0,0)) is the probability of being unblocked.
For (8), when 1 λ i ≤ 1 µ i , external jobs enter node i directly after there is a space at node i. The actual arrival rate has bottlenecks, and jobs are blocked at the node with inputs if the arrival rate is too high. Therefore, µ i replaces infinity. When 1 λ i > 1 µ i , when a job departs from node i, an arriving job still needs (1 λ i − 1 µ i ) time to arrive at node i.
For (9), when 1 µ i ≤ 1 µ l , the analysis is similar to that of the actual arrival rate, and µ ai is set as µ l . When 1 µ i > 1 µ l , the actual service rate has two parts: the actual service rate during blocking multiplied by the probability of blocking, and the actual service rate when unblocked multiplied by the probability of being unblocked.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The section presents numerical results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed throughput analysis approach. The approach was applied to three numerical experiments, including production lines with merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies, which presents the effectiveness of the proposed approach as well as the differences of accuracy and computation time when the proposed approach is used to different topologies. Moreover, a complex example with 80 nodes containing several topologies has been also tested. The obtained results of the complex example also verified the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Therefore, to avoid redundancy, this example was not illustrated in the paper. To the best of our knowledge, there are no proper approximation methods that can solve the problem regarding throughput evaluation of production lines with various topologies considering BBS mechanisms and the transportation time among buffers and service stations. Moreover, the exact method is not applicable to a complex system with a large number of nodes such as the recirculating system in Fig. 1 because the state space of the system grows significantly [6] . However, simulation methods [16] , [22] , [30] , [31] are usually regarded as comparison methods in the former studies because of their high accuracy and good applicability. Therefore, the throughputs calculated by the proposed approach were compared with the simulation data generated by DELMIA Quest [32] , [33] , considering the accuracy and computation time. Because Kim and Tcha's method [26] is applicable to production lines with merging and splitting topologies, this method was also used for comparison in experiments 1 and 2. The accuracy and computation time are discussed at the end of this section. The accuracy of the proposed approach was evaluated based on the relative errors between the proposed approach and DELMIA Quest. The computation time was the throughput calculation time excluding the initialization time for inputting the topology and initial values into the algorithm for the proposed approach, whereas for DELMIA Quest, it was the simulation time excluding the implementation time for the simulation environment and the modeling time for building the simulation model. The proposed throughput analysis algorithm was written in Python 3.6 and executed for all experiments on a computer with a 2.3 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU.
A. MERGING TOPOLOGY PRODUCTION LINE EXPERIMENT 1) SETTING
A production line with a merging topology was tested, as depicted in Fig. 11 . There are two kind of buffers: conversion buffers and normal buffers. Conversion buffers have a lower service rate than normal buffers because they take additional time to change the job flow direction. In real systems, the value of the external arrival rate λ varies with the production demand, whereas both the buffers and service stations have their fixed maximum service rates. Therefore, in our experiments, the value of the external arrival rate λ was variable. In contrast, the values of the service rate of normal buffer µ nor , conversion buffer µ con , and service station µ ser were fixed to their maximum value. All the input parameters for experiment 1 are listed in Table 2 . At merging node 6, FCFS discipline was used to schedule the arrived jobs. Here, the blocking type was BBS except for the external arrival rate, where BAS was used instead to test the proposed analysis of BAS.
2) RESULTS
The experimental results in Table 3 were generated according to five input patterns. The results show that all relative errors between the throughputs calculated by the proposed approach and the simulation data were lower than 2.5%. However, the relative errors between the throughputs calculated by Kim and Tcha's method and the simulator data were within 13%. In the experiment, each throughput calculation by the proposed approach and Kim and Tcha's method took less than 1 s to calculate. In contrast, the simulator took 120 min to obtain the results.
3) DISCUSSION
The experimental results show that all the errors between the throughputs calculated by the proposed approach and the simulation data were consistently less than 2.5%, thus demonstrating the high accuracy of the throughput analysis for the merging topology. The highest error between the throughputs calculated by Kim and Tcha's method and the simulation data was 12.6%. This may be attributed to over-estimation of the service rate of the merging decomposition model, where the probability of blocking caused by the merging at node 6 is not fully considered. When the external arrival rate is high, more merging occurs in the system, enlarging the over-estimation.
B. SPLITTING TOPOLOGY PRODUCTION LINE EXPERIMENT 1) SETTING
A production line with a splitting topology was tested, as shown in Fig. 12 . Two types of buffers were used in this experiment: conversion buffers and normal buffers. All the input parameters for experiment 2 are listed in Table 4 . The value of λ was, whereas the values of µ nor and µ con were fixed. At splitting node 4, random discipline was used to schedule the departed jobs. Further, BBS was used as the blocking type.
2) RESULTS
The experimental results in Table 5 show that all the errors between the throughputs calculated by the proposed approach and the simulation data were lower than 5.5%. However, the largest error between the throughput calculated by Kim and Tcha's method and the simulation data is up to 11.2% in Table 6 . Moreover, for the throughputs calculated by the proposed approach and Kim and Tcha's method, the throughput of node 5 was equal to that of node 6. For the simulation data, the throughputs of node 5 and 6 differed. For the computation time, each throughput calculation took less than 1 s with the proposed approach and Kim and Tcha's method, whereas the simulator took 125 min.
3) DISCUSSION
In this experiment, all the relative errors between the throughputs calculated by the proposed approach and simulation data were less than 5.5%, which means the accuracy is acceptable. It is interesting to note that the throughputs calculated by Kim and Tcha's method were over-estimated, whereas with the decrease of the external arrival rates, they became under-estimated. This may be because the service rate of the splitting decomposition model is under-estimated in the case of low external arrival rates and over-estimated in the case of high external arrival rates. For the proposed approach and Kim and Tcha's method, T 5 = T 6 because the splitting probability of jobs at node 4 moving to nodes 5 and 6 is set to 50% for each to represent the random discipline. However, for the simulation data, T 5 = T 6 because the simulator calculates the throughput of the system based on the real random discipline, where jobs at the splitting node move to the ensuing nodes randomly.
C. RECIRCULATING TOPOLOGY PRODUCTION LINE EXPERIMENT 1) SETTING
A production line with a recirculating topology was also tested, as shown in Fig. 13 . In this experiment, node 8 represented a service station, and the other nodes represented normal buffers. All the input parameters for experiment 3 are listed in Table VII . The value of λ was varied, whereas the values of µ nor and µ ser were fixed. At merging node 2, the priority-based discipline for merging was used to schedule the arrived jobs. At splitting node 7, the priority-based discipline for splitting was used to schedule the departed jobs. BBS was used as the blocking type in experiment 3.
2) RESULTS
The experimental results in Table 8 were generated according to five input patterns. The results show that all the errors between the throughput calculated by the proposed approach and simulation data were below 10%. When the external arrival rate was low, the relative error was small. However, when the external arrival rate was high, the relative error increased. In this experiment, each calculation took about 40 s. However, the simulator took 150 min to obtain the system throughput.
3) DISCUSSION
Although all the relative errors were less than 10%, the errors were larger than those of the previous numerical results. This is because of the difference in priority-based disciplines between the proposed throughput analysis approach and simulator. The simulator judges the job priority at the end of the operating time for node 2 in the case of the merging discipline, as shown in Fig. 14(a) , and at the end of operating time at node 7 in the case of the splitting discipline, as shown in Fig. 14(b) . However, because of the assumption that the operating time of a node and the transportation time between a node and the ensuing node are equal to the service time (reciprocal of service rate) of the node, the proposed approach can only judge the job priority at the end of the service time of node 2 in the case of the merging discipline, as shown in Fig. 14(c) , and at the end of the service time at node 7 in the case of the splitting discipline, as shown in Fig. 14(d) . It is difficult to change the assumption in the proposed approach to approximate the same priority-based discipline in the simulator, because the complexity of a production line model will increase and the efficiency of the throughput analysis will decrease if the operating time of a node and the transportation time between two nodes are separated in modeling of the production line. Considering the balance between the acceptable accuracy and computation time, it is better to keep the assumption.
Moreover, when the external arrival rate is high, the errors become higher, even though they are still acceptable. This is because the higher external arrival rates increase the number of jobs entering and cycling in the recirculating system, which leads to more merging and splitting. The service disciplines are used to schedule the jobs at the merging and splitting node. More merging or splitting implies that the service disciplines are used more. This expands the effects of the service discipline difference and leads to the larger errors. Therefore, the accuracy of the throughput analysis decreases in the cases of input patterns 1 and 2.
4) ACCURACY AND COMPUTATION TIME
The accuracy and computation time of the proposed approach were evaluated. Three kinds of topologies were tested: merging, splitting, and recirculating. All the relative errors between the throughputs for the calculated and simulation data were less than 10%, which meets the accuracy requirement for an efficient throughput analysis approach in the conceptual design phase. In real applications, most of the production line topologies can be formed from merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies. Therefore, the proposed approach can be usefully employed in the throughput analysis of various topologies with acceptable accuracy.
The proposed approach obtained the throughput of the experimental production lines with merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies in several seconds, which meets the computation time requirement for an efficient throughput analysis approach in the conceptual design phase. In addition, both our approach and Kim and Tcha's method proved to be more efficient than the simulator. In real application, the efficiency advantage of the proposed approach will be increasingly desirable when compared with the simulator's relatively extreme time requirements. This occurs because the simulator needs implementation time to setup the simulation environment and modeling time to build the simulation model. This process usually takes more than 30 min. In contrast, the proposed approach models a production line by inputting the topology and initial values. This process ends within 5 min. Therefore, the proposed approach is applicable for efficiently calculating the throughput of production lines in industry.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK A. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an efficient throughput analysis approach for production lines with merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies. We defined the queue module and decomposition regulation to decompose the merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies. Moreover, we improved the iterative approximation method to be applicable to the proposed decomposition regulation for quick approximation of the throughput of a production line. In the proposed approach, a queue module database is built to decrease the computation time and automate the throughput calculation process. Numerical experiments were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed efficient throughput analysis approach with the results showing that it consistently generates the throughput of production lines with merging, splitting, and recirculating topologies in ten min with an accuracy higher than 90%.
The main contribution of this paper is that the proposed approach improves the throughput evaluation efficiency of production lines with various topologies under the condition of acceptable accuracy. This is of practical value because our proposed approach is very important for performance and cost evaluation in the conceptual design phase of production lines.
Our proposed approach is currently aimed at throughput analysis in the conceptual design phase of production lines. Therefore, its accuracy will need to be improved further if it is to be used in the detailed design phase.
B. FUTURE WORK
Whereas the Poisson arrival distribution was used for the arrival rate and an exponential distribution was used for the service rate in this study, other distributions such as the general and phase distribution are sometimes more suitable for real applications. Therefore, one possible improvement is to apply a general distribution or phase distribution to the proposed approach.
The proposed efficient throughput analysis approach calculates the throughput of production lines in the case of BBS. In the future, the proposed approach can be extended to other blocking types such as generalized blocking. which is also widely used in production lines.
Another future research direction is to use the proposed throughput analysis approach as an evaluation method and solve the buffer location problem in production lines.
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